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Abstract: This paper discusses two types of historical reduplication in the
Paran and Truku Seediq dialects, after which the proto-forms are recon-
structed. The analyses are based primarily on Paran Seediq data, which
has been found to have two historically reduplicated roots; *C@@CV, with
identical consonants, and *CVC@CVC, with the full reduplication of the
CVC. It is possible that in some cases these historically reduplicated forms
were onomatopoeic.
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1 Introduction

Seediq is an Austronesian language in the Atayalic subgroup spoken in Taiwan, in which there

are three associated subgroups, Paran, Truku and Toda (Sayama 1917). The mainly two dialectal

groups identified by Ogawa and Asai (1935) are Paran Seediq and Truku Seediq, with the latter also

encompassing Truku and Toda. This study focuses on the Paran and Truku dialects to reconstruct

Proto-Seediq; however, the analyses tend to examine Paran Seediq more closely. The Paran Seediq

data was from the author’s field notes collected in Gluban village, and Truku Seediq data was

extracted from the dictionaries by Rakaw et al. (2006) and Pecoraro (1977).

Paran Seediq has five vowels; a, e, i, o, u; one diphthong uy [uj]; and 18 consonants; p, b, t,

d, k, g, q, c [ţ], s, x, h, l, r [R], m, n, N, y, w. A typical syllable structure is CV.CV(C) (Yang 1976)

or CV.CVV which indicates that there is a diphthong in the final syllable. The stress falls on the

penultimate syllable.

Tsukida (200 :56, 97) noted that Truku Seediq has four vowels, a, @, i, u; and 18 consonants, p,

b, t, d, k, g [G], q, P, s, x, h, l [Ð], r [R], m, n, N, y, w; the phonemes t and d are palatalized before i; and

that the stress falls on the penultimate syllable.1 The Paran Seediq phoneme c corresponds to the

Truku Seediq s (e.g., Paran caNi and Truku saNi ‘gourd’), which has been dated to the Proto-

Atayalic *c (Li 1981:260). In Proto-Seediq, the vowels (monophthongs) are reconstructed with *a,

*i, *u, *@ (Ochiai 2016b), which is the same as in Truku Seediq except for the *@ in the final syllable.

As explained later in this paper, in both the Truku and Paran dialects, the final vowel *@ becomes u.

Furthermore, in Paran Seediq, *@ becomes e in the penultimate syllable,

∗ An earlier version of this paper was presented at the 66th meeting of Kijutsuken: Descriptive Lin-
guistics Study Group, October 10, 2015, Kyoto University. I am indebted to those who gave me
valuable comments on earlier drafts of this paper, including the one presented at the meeting. How-
ever, all errors are my own. This work was partly supported by JSPS KAKNHI Grant Number
JP17J00060.

1Tsukida (200 :58) also said c [ţ] is seen in loanwords and a few proper words under a certain condition.
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resulting in a vowel system without a @.

The following sections examine two historically reduplicated forms in both dialects and re-

construct the proto-forms; the Proto-Seediq *C@@CV form in section 2, and the Proto-Seediq

*CVC@CVC form in section 3.

2 Proto-Seediq *C@@CV

Ochiai (2016c:110) claimed that Paran Seediq had historically reduplicated forms that followed a

CeeCV template and gave some example words that had this forms however, no explanations as

to the derivations and no comparisons with Truku Seediq were given; therefore, this section seeks

to address these points.

In this pattern of historical reduplication, the root before the reduplication was the final

part, CV, with the consonant being reduplicated to presumably become C-CV, and an epenthetic

vowel @ inserted between the consonant clusters (∅ > @); however, the actual form was not C@CV,

but C@@CV, as the epenthetic schwa was doubled (@ > @@). The second schwa, which belonged

to the penultimate syllable (C@.@.CV), received a stress in accordance with the stress assignment

mentioned above.

The Truku Seediq forms appear as it is; however, the Paran Seediq forms are slightly different

as the schwa appears as e, which is a historically fortified form of the schwa. In Paran Seediq,

the historical schwa in the stressed syllable; i.e., the penultimate syllable, became e. For example,

compare the Paran begu and the Truku b@gu ‘soup’. In Paran Seediq, the intermediate form C@CV

became CeCV because of a fortification of the vowel in the stressed syllable, and then the fortified

vowel is doubled as CeeCV.2

Table 1 shows the examples identified so far for this type of historical reduplication in Paran

Seediq and Truku Seediq, together with the Proto-Seediq reconstructions.3

Table. 1: Proto-Seediq *C@@CV

Proto-Seediq Paran Seediq Truku Seediq

1 *b@@ba ‘to swell’ beeba b@@ba

2 *b@@b@ ‘to hit’ beebu b@@bu

3 *d@@da ‘to look out over’ deeda d@@da

4 *g@@guy ‘to steal’ geeguy g@@guy

5 *k@@ki ‘to dance’ keeki k@@ki4

6 *s@@su ‘calm’ seesu s@@su

7 *t@@t@ ‘to pound, break’ teetu5 t@@tu

2 I benefitted from one of the reviewers’ comment on this analysis of epenthetic vowel doubling.
3 Based on the current forms in Paran Seediq and Truku Seediq, Proto-Seediq is reconstructed as *C@@CV.

However, some earlier forms suggest that Proto-Seediq could be Ca@CV with the vowel in the reduplicated
syllable being a. In Arao (1898), beebu (2) appeared as baebu and weewa (9) appeared as waewa. (The
numbers following the words indicate the example number in Table 1).

4 This form means ‘to struggle’ (Rakaw et al. 2006:362).
5 For (7) and (8), the root is homophonous, but the derived forms are different. In Paran Seediq, (7) is

t<um>eetu and (8) is su-teetu. In Truku Seediq, (7) is t<@m>@@tu and according to Tsukida (2009:114),
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8 *t@@tu ‘to climb, go an uphill road’ teetu t@@tu

9 *w@@wa ‘girl’ weewa wauwa

10 *c@@cu ‘disgusting’ cuecu/ceecu t@@cu6

11 --- --- k@@ku ‘cramped’

12 --- --- t@@tCi7 ‘nail’

Table 2 shows the suffixed forms of the forms in Table 1. The numbers in the leftmost column

correspond to those in Table 1.

Table. 2: Suffixed forms and final @

Proto-Seediq Paran Seediq Truku Seediq

1 *b@@ba --- s@p@-ba-i

2 *b@@bu bube-i b@bu-i

3 *d@@da p@-d@da-i

4 *g@@guy guguy-i g@guy-an

5 *k@@ki --- p@-k@ki-an ‘to struggle’

6 *s@@su --- t@g@-s@@su-ay

7 *t@@tu tute-i t@tu-i

8 *t@@tu --- s@-t@tu-an8

11 --- --- k@ku-i

An explanation for the final schwa in Proto-Seediq *b@@b@ (2) and *t@@t@ (7) is necessary. To

argue for the reconstructed schwa in the final syllable, the suffixed forms are presented in Table 2

as possibilities. Suffixes -i (undergoer voice imperative), -an (undergoer voice location subject), or

-ay (undergoer voice hortative) are added to the verbal root. The numbers in the leftmost column

correspond to those in Table 1.

Suffixation causes vowel weakening in pre-stress syllables. In Paran Seediq (Yang 1976) and

Truku Seediq (Tsukida 200 ), the stress falls on the penultimate syllable; however, when a suffix is

added, the stress accordingly moves to the following syllables. The vowels in the pre-stress syllables

undergo weakening in both dialects; in Paran Seediq the weakened vowel appears as u or near to

u (Yang 1976) and in Truku Seediq it appears as @.

The vowels sequences ee in Paran Seediq and @@ in Truku Seediq appear to undergo haplology

(8) is s@t@@tu.
6 In Truku Seediq, the Proto-Seediq *c became s. However, the initial consonant appears as t not the

expected s and the second consonant appears as c not the expected s. This irregularity could be related
to its onomatopoetic origin. Lee (2017) discussed these phonological irregularities. In addition, the same
pattern is seen in t@p@tCip (example 10 in Table 3) and t@r@tCir (example 108 in Table 5), in which *c
appears as t word initially and tC (probably the palatalized from of *c) word medially. These three forms
suggest that the Proto-Seediq *c was exceptionally retained as c in Truku Seediq when it appears in the
historically reduplicated forms of the type *cVC@cVC; however, the word initial *c is changed to t.

7 In Truku Seediq forms in Rakaw et al. (2006), t before i appears as palatalized segment tC.
8 This data was taken from Tsukida (2009:114).

---
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in most suffixation cases. In Paran Seediq, the vowel sequences appear as a single weakened vowel

u as in bube-i, guguy-i and tute-i. Similarly, as pointed out by Tsukida (2009:114) in Truku Seediq,

the vowel sequences appear as a single schwa as in s@-t@tu-an (8). However, the underlying form of

these reduplicated forms may be CeCV in Paran Seediq and C@CV in Truku Seediq. When there

is no following suffix, the penultimate vowel is extended through a doubling process to respectively

become CeeCV and C@@CV.9

Three available Paran Seediq forms show a contrastive pattern. The final vowel in the root

form is u in all three forms beebu, geeguy, and teetu. Only geeguy retains u in the suffixed form,

gugu-i ; however, this final u in the root of beebu and teetu appears as an e in the suffixed forms,

bube-i and tute-i, and the e, the penultimate syllable, is in the stressed position. In Paran Seediq,

the @ historically underwent fortition and became e in the penultimate syllable; therefore, it could

be surmised that the same phonological rule as the schwa fortition is applied here. Then, the schwa

is reconstructed for the final vowel in beebu and teetu (reconstructed *b@@b@ and *t@@t@10). The

historical final schwa was so unstable that it changed into u in both dialects (e.g., Truku Seediq

cognates also show u in the final syllable) but retained the original segment in suffixed forms;

however, it undergoes fortition to an e in Paran Seediq.

The counterparts in Truku Seediq, b@bu-i and t@tu-i, are problematic as the vowel in the

penultimate syllable does not appear as a schwa but u; however, there are Truku Seediq words

with a root-final u that actually appear as a schwa in the penultimate syllable; for example, r@bug

‘to soak’ becomes r@b@g-i ; which is the same as the pattern being discussed here. It is possible that

Truku speakers have been losing the contrast between the original word-final u and the word-final

u that dates to the historical schwa. Therefore, some Truku Seediq words still retain the root-final

schwa in their suffixed forms; however, in other words, such as b@@bu and t@@tu, the final u is taken

as the original form so it appears as it is in the suffixed forms.

For other words with a word-final u such as *s@@su (6), the reconstruction of the final u is

tentative. As there is no suffixed form in Paran Seediq, it is not possible to know whether the

root-final u originated as a u or a @.

3 Proto-Seediq *CVC@CVC

Ochiai (2016c:109-110) gives some examples of the CVCeCVC historical reduplication in Paran

Seediq, which has been syllabified as CV.Ce.CVC. This form can be traced back to the Proto-

Seediq *CVC@CVC as the e in the penultimate syllable in Paran Seediq originated as a @.

Apart from this, Huang et al. (1998) and Lee (2017) offered some examples of historical redu-

plication. Huang et al. (1998:15-16) identified 13 historically reduplicated forms, from which a list

of surface forms, bases and glosses was developed. One example of a noun was yqeyaq [yuqeyaq]

‘paddy field’, with the base being yaqyaq (the phonetic information is added here by the author

in brackets [ ]). However, a ‘qy’ is not an allowable consonant cluster in Paran Seediq. Huang

9 Truku Seediq form (6) in Table 2 is exceptional in that it has the doubled vowel even in the suffixed
form.

10 This is the reason I reconstructed *t@@tu for ‘to climb’ and the different form *t@@t@ for ‘to pound’. Even
though they are homophonous in Paran Seediq and Truku Seediq, the form was probably distinct in
Proto-Seediq.
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et al. emphasized that there was an epenthetic vowel e between the consonant clusters; that is,

the consonant cluster qy in yaqyaq was separated by an e. Lee (2017) gave some examples of the

idiophones in Seediq, among which were several that the present author regards as historical redu-

plication; for example, Truku Seediq CVC@CVC forms were introduced as a perfomative ideophone

or stative ideophone.11

Few examples of the historical reduplication type *CVC@CVC have been dealt with to date

(about ten words in Paran Seediq and about 20 words in Truku Seediq), and there has been no

discussion of the history of this historical reduplication. Therefore, this paper seeks to compare

the historical reduplication type *CVC@CVC in both dialects and reconstruct the proto-forms.

Before demonstrating the results, some relevant diachronic changes are discussed. There are

many sound changes in the root-final consonant, which were considered when reconstructing the

proto-form. In Paran Seediq, Yang (1976) elucidated the synchronic sound changes underlying the

word-final consonants. According to Yang , the underlying segments on the left surface as segments

on the right: p > k, b > k, m > N, t > c, d > c, l > n, r > n, g > w12, with the segments on

the right representing historical phonemes. These phonemes are retained in the suffixed forms in

Table 3.

Table. 3: Final consonant changes in Paran Seediq

Sound change CVCeCVC suffixed forms (imperative)

p > k cupecik ‘to sip, suck (fingers)’ cupucip-i

b > k hubehuk ‘to smoke, fume’ hubuhub-i

t > c quteqic ‘to bite (bones)’ qutuqit-i

m > sumesuN ‘to hold a ceremony’ sumusem-i

r > n hurehun ‘to take off (of leave or teeth)’ huruhur-i

l > n bulebin ‘to pull (plants)’ bulubil-i

ig > uy rugeruy ‘to winnow’ rugurig-i

ug > u hugehu ‘to reel a thread’ huguhug-i

Similarly, for Truku Seediq, Tsukida (2009) elucidated that word-final consonants undergo

synchronic phonological changes; e.g., p > k, b > k, m > N, d > t. The segment on the right also

represents the historical phonemes, which are retained in the suffixed forms. However, as far as the

data cited here is concerned, the word-final p/b and m are still in a transitional sound change as

it sometimes appears as p or m (e.g., r@p@rap (91), s@b@sup (105), r@m@ram (90)) and other times

as a k or N (s@p@sak (106), l@b@lak (76), s@m@suN (100)). In the following tables, the root form of

the historical reduplication is provided with the suffixed forms in the second line when available13.

11 Lee (2017:194-195) presented about 20 Truku Seediq forms with the structure, CVC@CVC.
12 The historical change of a word-final g needs more explanation. The word-final sequence *-ag or its

variant *-aw became o (Ochiai 2015). The word-final sequence *-ig became uy (Ochiai 2016a). The
word-final sequence *-ug became u. Probably it first became -uw and the semivowel got lost).

13 Only suffixes of one syllable are considered here since I aimed to examine the phonological change on
the final vowel of the root when it moved to the penultimate syllable. When the suffix is two syllables,
the suffix takes the stress.
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Table 4 presents a list of historical CVC@CVC reduplications from both Paran and Truku

Seediq14, in which the Proto-Seediq has been reconstructed for those forms that have cognates in

both dialects; Paran Seediq is in Table 5 and Truku Seediq is in Table 6.

Table. 4: Proto-Seediq *CVC@CVC

Paran Seediq Truku Seediq Proto-Seediq

bucebac b@s@bas *bac@bac

bucubac-i b@s@bas-i ‘to beat to crumble’

buqebaq b@q@baq *baq@baq

--- b@q@baq-i15 ‘nutritious vegetables’

bulebin b@l@bil *bil@bil

bulubil-i/bubil-i p@-b@bil-ay ‘to pull’

bucebuc b@s@bus *buc@buc ‘to plow up

bucubuc-i --- and soften the soil’

buhebuh b@h@buh *buh@buh

--- --- ‘ear of pampas grass’

bulebun b@l@bul *bul@bul

--- --- ‘banana’

buN@buN b@N@buN *b@N@buN ‘a kind of birch’;

--- --- ‘Castanopsis fargesii’

buqebuq b@q@buq *b@q@b@q ‘water boils

--- p@s@-b@q@b@q-i and bubbles come out ’

cuqecaq s@q@saq *caq@caq

cuqucaq-i s@q@saq-an ‘to destroy, cut randomly’

cupecik t@p@ţip16/s@b@sik *cip@cip/cib@cib

cupucip-i t@p@ţip-i/s@b@sib-i ‘to sip’

duNedaN d@N@daN *daN@daN

duNudaN-i d@N@daN-i ‘to boil water’

gusegas g@s@gas *gas@gas ‘to slice off bamboo

gusugas-i g@s@gas-i into long and thin pieces’

geheguh g@h@guh *guh@guh/*g@h@g@h

guguh-i g@h@g@h-i ‘to scratch, rub’

guqeguq/qegoq g@q@guq *g@q@g@q

--- g@q@g@q-i ‘to drown’

hubehuk h@b@huk *hub@hub/*h@b@h@b

hubuhub-i h@b@h@b-an ‘covered with evaporation’

14 With regard to Truku Seediq, all words of CVC@CVC observed by Lee (2017) are covered in this paper
except for q@l@qul, as I could not find this word in the Truku dictionaries.

15 In Truku Seediq, this form means ‘to reap vegetables’.
16 This form suggests that the Proto-Seediq *c became t not only in the first part but also in the second

part. The second *c that became t appears as a palatalized segment.
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hugehu h@g@hug *hug@hug/*h@g@h@g

huguhug-i p@-h@g@h@g-i ‘to prepare a thread for weaving’

hurehun h@r@hur *hur@hur

huruhur-i --- ‘to fall out’

kulekin k@l@kil *kil@kil

--- k@l@kil-an ‘to jump around’

luhelah l@h@lah *lah@lah

luhulah-i l@h@lah-i ‘to loosen’

luselas l@s@las *las@las

lusulas-i l@s@las-i ‘to fray out’

lugelu l@g@lug *lug@lug

lugulug-i --- ‘to move, to swing’

luNeluN *l@N@l@N

luNluN-i -an ‘to think’

luqeluq l@q@luq *luq@luq/*l@q@l@q

luquluq-i l@q@l@q-i ‘to loosen and take out a pole’

puhepah p@h@pah *pah@pah

--- k@-p@h@pah-ay ‘flower’

pumepaN p@m@paN/p@N@paN17 *p@mp@m

--- --- ‘astringent’

qurequn q@r@qur *qur@qur/*q@r@q@r

quruqur-i q@r@q@r-i ‘to slash one’s way, to drill’

rugeruy r@g@rig18 *rig@rig ‘to winnow, sift’

rugurig-i p@-r@r@rig-i

rukerak r@k@rak *rak@rak

rukurak-i r@k@rak-i ‘to scratch, itchy’

ruqeraq r@q@raq *raq@raq

ruquraq-i r@q@raq-i ‘to drop’

roro rowraw *rawraw

--- --- ‘a kind of bamboo19’

ruberuk r@b@ruk *rub@rub/*r@b@r@b

ruburub-i r@b@r@b-an ‘to roast a pig while rotating it’

rukeruk r@k@ruk *ruk@ruk

rukuruk-i ‘soot’
20 sugesuy sisuy *sig@sig

17 These forms in Truku Seediq mean ‘to have no appetite’.
18 In Truku Seediq, this form means ‘to dance’.
19 The stem of this bamboo is rather thin.
20 In Paran Seediq, the root-final ig underwent a historical change and became uy (Yang 1976, Ochiai

2016a). This change seems to have happened to this form even though it is Truku Seediq. If so, the
historical changes would be *sigsig > sisig (deletion of the g to avoid consonant clusters)> sisuy.

---

l@N@l@N

l@N@l@N
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--- --- ‘numbed’

sukesik s@k@sik *siksik

sukusik-i s@k@s@k-ay ‘broom’/‘to sweep’

3 21 suNesuN r@N@suN *suN@suN? ‘a kind of tree’;

--- --- ‘Eupatorium formosanum’

3 tunetun t@n@tun *t@n@t@n/*tun@tun

tunten-i t@n@tun-i ‘to add load’

Table. 5: Paran Seediq CVCeCVC

Paran Seediq Tentative Proto-Seediq

(*g@s@g@s)gusegus ‘to polish, comb’

gusuges-i

(*g@t@g@t)guteguc ‘to scrutch, rub’

gutuget-i

kulekun ‘to put up one’s hair’ (*kul@kul)

kulukel-i

pukepak ‘to grope’ (*pak@pak)

pukupak-i

puhepuh ‘to crush, press down with hands’ (*p@h@p@h)

pupeh-i

pusepus ‘pulse, a heart beats, pounds’ (*pus@pus)

---

qequN ‘to suck sth. out’ (*q@m@q@m)

qumuqem-i

quteqic ‘to get one’s teeth into meat’ (*qit@qit)

qutuqit-i

qubequq22 ‘cobra’ (*qub@qub)

---

ququduq23 ‘to tickle’ (*qud@qud)

quduqud-i

ruNeraN ‘naughty, to touch everything [of children]’ (*raN@raN)

ruNuraN-i

ruteruc ‘to knead, massage’ (*r@t@r@t)

ruturet-i

supesak ‘ fan’ (*sap@sap)

21 The forms in Paran Seediq and Truku Seediq were taken from Chang (2003:229)
22 The final consonant b became k, then assimilated to the preceding consonant and became q.
23 The expected form is qudequc. A metathesis of the q and d is likely to have taken place in the final

syllable. The other d was changed to q.

sup sa
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sumesuN (*s@m@s@m)

sumusem-i

tuhetah ‘to restlessly move’ (*tah@tah)

---

tupetak24 ‘to struggle’ (*tap@tap)

---

yuqeyaq ‘paddy field’ (*ðaq@ðaq)25

pu-quyaq-i

yuxeyux ‘the heart of wood; its hard part’ (*yux@yux/*ðux@ðux)

---

Table. 6: Truku Seediq CVC@CVC

Truku Seediq Tentative Proto-Seediq

b@N@baN ‘metal backet’ (*baN@baN)

---

b@r@bar ‘to have a hoarse voice’ (*bar@bar)

b@r@bar-i

baybay [beybay] ‘broken, torn’ (*baybay)

b@bay-i

b@h@bih ‘to fall down, tumble’ (*bih@bih)

b@h@b@h-i

b@r@bir ‘to make a noise’ (*b@r@bir)

---

b@k@buk ‘to start a motor boat’ (*b@k@buk/*b@k@b@k)

b@k@b@k-i

b@n@bun ‘fertile land’ (*bun@bun)

---

b@r@bur ‘to overturn, upset’ (*bur@bur)

---

d@s@das ‘to swing a tree’ (*das@das)

d@s@das-i

g@b@guk ‘a kind of a bag’ (*gub@gub)

---

g@r@gar ‘pebbles’ (*gar@gar)

---

24 There is a compound haluN tupetak, which means ‘machine gun’ (haluN ‘gun’).
25 This segment ð was retained in the 1920s at the time of Asai’s (1953) fieldwork. However, this segment

has become y [j] (Ochiai 2018). Arao (1898) listed this word as zakaizak, which I consider to represent
[ðaq@ðaq].
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gaygay [geygay] ‘rag’ (*gaygay)

p@k@-g@gat-un

g@d@gut ‘to scratch, rub’ (*gud@gud/*g@d@g@d)

g@d@g@d-an

g@t@gut ‘to be a neighbor’ (*gut@gut/*g@tg@t)

p@t@-g@t-ay

g@d@git ‘to gnash, grind one’s teeth’ (*gid@gid)

---

g@r@gar ‘pebbles’ (*gar@gar)

---

g@tuwit26 ‘to wind a rope’ (*git@git)

g@t@wit-i

h@g@haw27 ‘small (amount)’ (*hag@hag)

---

h@s@has ‘to pant’ (*has@has)

---

h@r@hir ‘whetstone’ (*hir@hir)

---

h@s@hus ‘to gasp, pant’ (*hus@hus/*h@s@h@s)

p@-s@h@s@h-ay28

h@t@hut ‘to have a sexual intercourse’ (*hut@hut/*h@t@h@t)

h@t@h@ţ-i

k@b@kak ‘to grope’ (*kab@kab)

k@b@kab-an

k@d@kat ‘jagged’ (*kad@kad)

---

ke@l@kul ‘to put up one’s hair’ (*kul@kul/*k@l@k@l)

k@l@k@l-un

l@b@lak ‘paper’ (*lab@lab)

---

l@q@laq ‘to plunge’ (*laq@laq)

p@-l@q@laq-i

l@l@lax ‘to slacken, have a crack’ (*lax@lax)

l@x@lax-an

l@h@lih ‘to insult, persecute’ (*lih@lih)

l@h@lih-ay

l@s@lus ‘to fall off’ (*lus@lus/*l@s@l@s)

26 The second g became w in this form. The epenthetic schwa became u probably due to the following w.
27 It is likely that the final g became w; the same case can be seen in example 92.
28 In this suffixed form, s and h are metathesized.
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l@s@l@s-ay

m@l@mul ‘the flower of banana’ (*mul@mul)

---

m@q@muq ‘to stammer’ (*muq@muq)

—

paypay [peypay] ‘flag’ (*paypay)

---

p@N@puN ‘summit’ (*puN@puN)

---

qawqaw [qowqaw] ‘to play the mouth harp’ (*qawqaw < *q@gqag?)

p@-q@-q@g-an

p@yipuy (*puy@puy)

---

q@t@qut29 ‘handcuff’ (*qud@qud/*q@d@q@d)

q@d@q@d-i

q@s@qus ‘to shout with anger’ (*qus@qus/*q@s@q@s)

p@-s@q@s@q-i30

r@g@raw ‘a bed frame’ (*rag@rag)

---

r@h@rah ‘honest, sincere’ (*rah@rah)

p@-r@h@rah-ay

r@m@ram ‘a person wihout teeth eats food’ (*ram@ram)

r@m@ram-i

r@N@raN ‘treeless (of mountain)’ (*raN@raN)

---

r@p@rap ‘there is a sound of a flag flattering’ (*rap@rap)

r@p@rap-ay

r@x@rax ‘a stone is shiny’ (*rax@rax)

r@x@rax-ay

rayray31 [reyray] ‘lean, thin’ (*rayray)

p@s@-r@ray-aw

r@h@rih ‘to work lazily’ (*rih@rih)

p@k@-r@h@rih-an

r@N@riN ‘to jam, cram’ (*riN@riN)

r@N@riN-i

r@q@riq ‘to press hard’ (*riq@riq)

r@q@riq-an

29 In this form, the word-medial d is devoiced.
30 In this suffixed form, q and s are metathesized.
31 Paran Seediq has a cognate, mu-ure meaning ‘hungry’, which can be seen in the Pre-Paran Seediq

ma-uray with the word-final ray being the common part.
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r@h@ruh ‘to scrape, rub’ (*ruh@ruh/*r@h@r@h)

r@h@r@h-aw

r@q@ruq ‘to clear throat’ (*ruq@ruq/*r@q@r@q)

r@q@r@q-an

saysay [seysay] ‘the ear of grass’ (*saysay)

p@g@-s@say-un

s@m@suN ‘twilight, evening’ (*sum@sum/*s@m@s@m)

p@-s@m@s@m-ay

s@q@suq ‘to stab’ (*siq@siq)

s@q@siq-i

s@N@siN ‘stabbed’ (*siN@siN)

---

s@r@sir/t@r@ţir ‘to urinate’ (*cir@cir)

s@sir-an/t@r@ţr-i

s@b@suk ‘eave’ (*sub@sub)

---

s@b@sup ‘to start to blow wind [of typhoon]’ (*sub@sub/*s@b@s@b)

s@b@s@b-ab

s@p@sak ‘passage of wind’ (*sap@sap)

s@p@sap-an

t@p@tak ‘fan’ (*tap@tap)

t@p@tap-ay

t@q@taq ‘gecko’ (*taq@taq)

---

In this type of historical reduplication that has CVC as the base, the consonant clusters in

CVCCVC were avoided by the insertion of an epenthetic vowel, a schwa *CVC@CVC. However, the

roots before the reduplication with a y or w as coda; e.g., CVy or CVw; have a different history.

In the reduplicated forms, CVyCVy and CVwCVw, the consonant clusters were not separated,

probably because of the high sonority of y and w; therefore, in these historical reduplications,

there is no epenthetic vowel; for example, Truku Seediq rowraw (29)32, baybay (56), gaygay (64),

paypay (83), qawqaw (85), rayray (93), saysay (99). One exception is Truku Seediq puyipuy

(86); as the root before the reduplication is puy, the expected form would be puypuy ; however,

the epenthetic vowel i is inserted between the consonant clusters. It could be surmised that the

epenthetic schwa became i as a kind of assimilation because of the preceding y.33

The vowels in some root-final syllables in Truku Seediq have a puzzling pattern. In section

2, it was pointed out that the u in the root-final syllable either goes back to *u or *@ depending

32 In Paran Seediq, *rawraw became roro by the monophthongization of aw to o. This form also has
epenthetic schwa.

33 A similar but different phonological rule was described in Tsukida (2009:115). In this rule, the schwa in
the antepenultimate syllable becomes i when y either precedes or follows it.
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on when it moves to the stressed (penultimate) syllable through suffixation. For this morpho-

phonological rule, Paran Seediq appears to be more conservative than Truku Seediq as it tends

to retain the @ in the final syllable as a fortified variant e in the penultimate syllable; however, in

Truku Seediq, the u in the root-final syllable that originated in @ is assumed to be the underlying

form in some cases; therefore, the contrast between the historical u and @ is lost in these cases.

This pattern is also in example (35).

However, interestingly, the opposite pattern is seen in examples (13), (15), (16), (22), (25), and

(30). In these examples, the u in the root-final syllable remains u when it moves to the penultimate

syllable in Paran Seediq, but becomes @ in Truku Seediq. If we examine the phonological change in

Truku Seediq, the underlying (as well as the historical) form for the vowel in the root-final syllable

is @, which is listed as one of the possible reconstructed forms. In these cases, Paran Seediq shows

phonological irregularity, in which the u originated from the historical @ has lost contrast.

It appears more probable that Truku Seediq underwent excessive schwanization, and this

phonological change caused other vowels to become @ in the penultimate syllable when there were

two or more syllables or two or more schwas as the weakened vowel precedes it. If this is the case,

then the u in the root-final syllable in (13), (15), (16), (22), (25), and (30) appears as @ because of

the schwanization. In the Truku Seediq data in Tables 4 and 6, all the u’s in the root-final syllable

appear as @ when it moves to the penultimate syllable with one exception, (22), in which the u in

the root-final syllable appears as u. In Truku Seediq, it is not only u in the root-final syllable that

undergoes schwanization but also a and i, as in (85) and (57).

4 Nasal substitution inapplicability

Verbal roots in Seediq usually have affixes that carry information such as transitivity, voice, tense

or mood, which is also the case for the historically reduplicated forms. Among these affixes is an

infix, <um> in Paran Seediq (<@m> in Truku Seediq), which typically indicates both actor voice

and high transitivity (Ochiai 2016c). This infix is inserted after the initial consonant of the root

(e.g., Paran Seediq qerac ‘to grab’ becomes q<um>erac), and this derivation also applies to the

historically reduplicated forms. For example, Paran Seediq has g<um>eeguy ‘to steal’, d<um>eeda

‘to look out over’, g<um>usegus ‘to polish’ , and r<um>uqeraq ‘to drop sth.’ among others. A

sentential example is given below.34

(1) Paran Seediq

g<um>usegus =ku rupun.

<av>brush =1sg.nom teeth

‘I will brush teeth.’

Ochiai (2016c:126) observed that in Paran Seediq the infix <um> is related to a phonological

rule called nasal substitution, for which roots with a p or b as the initial consonant are replaced

by m rather than inserting the infix <um>; that is, for roots with p/b-initial consonants, the p/b

is replaced with a nasal m; therefore, this change is called nasal substitution. For example, the

root patis ‘draw (a picture)’ becomes matis (the actor voice from) and the root bari ‘exchange

34 Keys are the following. av: actor voice, nom: nominative, sg: singular
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(goods), buy’ becomes mari. While the expected forms are p<um>atis or b<um>ari, these are

unacceptable (Table 7). A sentential example is given in (2).

Table. 7: Nasal substitution in Paran Seediq

Root Nasal substitution Infixed

patis ‘draw (a picture)’ matis (actor voice form) *p<um>atis

bari ‘exchange (goods), buy’ mari (actor voice form) *b<um>ari

(2) Paran Seediq

mari =ku lukus.

av.buy =1sg.nom clothes

‘I will buy clothes.’

The Truku Seediq data with cognates are shown in Table 8. Similar to Paran Seediq, nasal

substitution is also applied in Truku Seediq, with the reconstructed roots being *patas and *barig.35

Table. 8: Nasal substitution in Truku Seediq

Root Nasal substitution Infixed

patas ‘draw (a picture)’ matas (actor voice form) *p<@m>atas

barig ‘exchange (goods), buy’ marig (actor voice form) *b<@m>arig

From a historical perspective, the infixed forms such as *p<@m>atis and *b<@m>arig might

have existed but consequently underwent sound changes that were triggered by a homorganic

articulation of the labial stops (p and b) and the following nasal m. The sequence of labials p

followed by m or a b followed by m is therefore avoided, and the labial stops and the following

vowel (in other words, the first syllable) is absorbed into the following homorganic nasal.

Although historically reduplicated roots with an initial p/b go through nasal substitution,

historical reduplication was not subject to this nasal substitution as the corresponding actor voice

forms appeared as the root without any affixation. Unacceptable Paran Seediq forms with nasal

substitution/infixation and acceptable actor voice forms (the root itself) are exemplified in Table 9.

Similarly, in Truku Seediq, nasal substitution was highly unlikely in historical reduplication. The

Truku dictionary data indicated that there was no nasal substitution attestation in the historically

reduplicated roots. A Paran Seediq sentential example is given in (3).

35 The expected reflex for *barig in Paran Seediq is baruy. This form was reported in Yang (1976); however,
it is rather archaic and has undergone further sound changes to become bari these days.
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Table. 9: Inapplicable nasal substitution in Paran Seediq

Root Nasal substitution Infixation Actor voice

beebu ‘to hit’ *meebu *b<um>eebu beebu36

puhepuh ‘to crush, press down’ *muhepuh *p<um>uhepuh puhepuh

bucebac ‘to beat and crumble’ *mucebac *b<um>ucebac bucebac

bulebin ‘to pull, pull out’ *mulebin *b<um>ulebin bulebin

(3) Paran Seediq

bulebin =ku sudu.

av.pull 1sg.nom grass

‘I will pull out grass.’

5 Possible onomatopoetic origins

There have been some suggestions that onomatopoeia lies at the origin of historical reduplication.

When seeking a meaning to the word m-buqebuq37 ‘water boils’ in Paran Seediq, one informant

stated that it was similar to “buq buq, the bubble coming out from the bottom of a pan when you

boil water”. Lee (2017:192) also claimed buq buq was an idiophone in Truku Seediq to the sound

of boiling water.

Paran Seediq has the interjection puy (pronounced with a falling contour), which is usually

uttered twice, puy puy to a house dog as an order to bark and drive away who are invading the

territory or to hunt after games. Truku Seediq also has the similar reduplicated form: p@yipuy ‘to

order a house dog to bark’ (65).

Lee (2017:188) gave Paran Seediq pos pos was a idiophone for a beating heart. This form also

resembles Paran Seediq pusepus ‘pulse’ (41). Lee (2017:192) also gave the example Truku Seediq

Nir Nir as the sound of an angry dog growling/snarling. Truku Seediq also has a verb NiNir for

‘a dog snarl’. Although this form is not the typical CVC@CVC historical reduplication, it does

suggest an onomatopoetic origin; however, only a small number of cases have clear onomatopoetic

origins. For many other forms, the onomatopoetic origins are uncertain; therefore, in this paper,

it is assumed that the historically reduplicated roots are monomorphemic.

6 Summary

This paper presented a list of Paran and Truku Seediq historical reduplications based on which

the proto-forms were reconstructed, and the phonological changes in both dialects were examined.

The phonological characteristics in the historical reduplication and the inapplicability of nasal

substitution were also discussed, and the possible relationship between historical reduplication and

onomatopoeia was revealed.

Similar to Truku Seediq NiNir, there is a class of words with a CV.CVC pattern, in which the

36 For this form, the inapplicability of infixation and its relevance to a possibility of the reduplicative origin
was first pointed out by Kazuhiko Yoshida.

37 The m before the root is syllabic. This is not an actor voice marker but a stative marker.
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first CV and the second CV are identical. Paran Seediq, for example, has tatak ‘to clear land by

cutting grass’ (the same form in Truku Seediq) or kukuh ‘nail’ (the same form in Truku Seediq),

which may have originated from the historical reduplication CVC-CVC, in which consonant clusters

were avoided by deleting the first part to become CV-CVC. The history of this class of words is

to be investigated in future studies.
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セデ
、

ツク語の歴史的重複語

落合 いずみ

要旨

本稿はセデック語（オ ー ストロネシア語族アタヤル語群）における歴史的重複語を扱う。 セデック語の

二つの方言パラン方言とトゥルク方言を比較し、 歴史的重複語を再建する。 その比較過程における分析

も示すが、 パラン方言に重点が置かれている。 セデック語は二種類の歴史的重複語を有する。 一つは

*CaaCVと再建されうる形式で、 あり、 子音が重複している。 もう 一つはCVCaCVCと再建されうる形

式で、 あり、 eve の完全重複より成る。 このような成り立ちの語のうち、 いくつかは擬者語・擬態語か

ら派生されている。
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